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Radial equations are derived for the excitation of an arbitrary level of a many-electron atom, 
with allowance for the nonorthogonality of the wave functions of the external and optical elec
trons. The well-known ambiguity which appears when approximate atomic wave functions are 
used is discussed. An approximate form of the equations is proposed, in which terms that 
contain simultaneously nonorthogonality integrals and higher multiple interactions are neg
lected. In this approximation the ambiguity disappears if semi-empirical wave functions are 
employed for the optical electron. 

l The various methods based on perturbation 
theory are as a rule insufficient in the calculation 
of the effective cross sections of the excitation of 
atoms by slow electrons. In the more general for
mulation, the problem reduces to the solution of a 
system of integra-differential equations for the 
radial wave functions of the external electron, ana
logous to the Hartree-Fock equations in the multi
configuration approximation of electron theory. 
The present paper is devoted to a derivation of 
equations that describe the excitation of an arbi
tracy level of a multi -electron atom. The equations 
up to now are only for some particular cases (see, 
for example, reference 1). 

Let us consider the following system: an atom 
with N electrons in state yLS and an outer elec
tron with momentum l ( y is the totality of the re
maining quantum numbers characterizing the LS term 
of the atom). The state of the system with speci
fied values of total momenta LTST i~ defined by 
the set of quantum numbers r = yLSZLTST (the 
quantum numbers M LT and MsT' which are of no 
importance in our problem, are omitted; the mag
netic interactions are disregarded in this paper). 
The wave function of an arbitrary state of the sys
tem can be represented in the form 

(1) 

To separate the coordinate of the external electron 
it is necessary to change over to the incompletely 
antisymmetric functions 

- ~ (- 1)N+I-i ~ 
'Y(r) = 'Y(yLSlLrSr)= L.J V '¥ (yLSl(i>LrSr). 

. N + 1 
l (2) 

The function lJ1 (yLSZ(i)LTST) is constructed 
in accordance with the general principle of addi
tion of momenta, but unlike 'l1 ( y LS ZLTST) it is 
antisymmetric only in the electrons 1, 2, ... , 
i - 1, i + 1, ... , N + 1, while the i-th electron is 
assigned the state 1. Using (2), we can separate 
the radial function of the external electron 

~ (- 1)N+J-i F r (r;) -~ 
'¥ (r) = L.J V -- <D (yLSlu>LrSr). (3) 

i N + 1 't 

The function Fr ( r) has an asymptotic value ( r 0 

is the initial state) 

F r (r) ~ Clrr,sin (kr- lnj2 + Tj In 2kr + o7) 

+ Trr,exp {i (kr- lnj2 + "l'] In 2kr + o7)}, 

"l'J = (Z- N)jk, 01 = arg r (l + 1 - iTj). 

The total cross section of the atomic transitions 
y 0L0S0 - yLS is expressed in terms of Trr0: 

.,,L,s, 4na~k ~ (2Sr + 1) (2Lr + 1) 2 

Q.,Ls = ~ ~~L.J 2 (2So + 1)(2Lo + 1) IT rr, I . 
o tt,LrSr 

(4) 

(5) 

Thus, the cross section is determined by the 
asymptotic values of the functions Fr ( r ). A sys
tem of equations for these functions can be obtained 
from the variational principle 

Cl {Fr) ('¥I H-E I'¥) 

= 2; Cl (Fr) <'¥(f) 1 H-E 1 '¥ (r'))=O. (6) 
.r• 

The symbol o ( Fr) denotes variation over the 
function Fr in the left part of the matrix element. 
To carry out the variation in (6) in explicit form, 
it is necessary to express the matrix elements of 
( H - E) in terms of the radial integrals. 
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2. We assume henceforth that the atomic func
tions are Hartree-Fock functions of single-config
uration approximation. In the case of complicated 
atoms, the Hartree-Fock functions are the most 
exact functions that can be used in real calculations. 

Generally speaking, the single-electron func
tions that enter into '1' ( r) and '1' ( r') may not be 
completely orthonormal. We shall consider only 
the nonorthogonality of the functions of the external 
and valence electrons, which plays the greatest 
role in the present problem. A full account of the 
nonorthogonality would lead to an excessive com
plication of the derivations and of the final expres
sions. 

The energy of the system is made up of the en
ergy of the atom Ea and the energy of the external 
electron k2/2. For the energy of the atom it is 
necessary to use the same approximation as used 
for the wave functions in the calculation of the 
matrix elements, or else the contribution to Ea 
from the internal shells will not be compensated 
for by the corresponding terms in < r I HI r >. 
It is physically obvious that the energy of the in
ternal shells, which exceeds by many times the 
energy of the interaction of the external electron 
with the atom, should not enter into the equation 
for F ( r ). 

When using the approximate expression for the 
energy of the atom, the two representations 

(7) 

are not equivalent. In the case of diagonal ele
ments, the choice of the representation for E is 
dictated by the requirement of regular asymptotic 
behavior of the wave functions, viz., it is necessary 
to use the first representation in (7) for < r I H 
- E' I r > and the second for < r' I H - E I r' >. 
As regards the nondiagonal matrix elements, 
either representation can be used with equal justi
fication. This ambiguity, which arises in the use 
of approximate atomic functions, is known in liter
ature as the prior -post divergence. 2 

3. If we disregard the excitation of the elec
trons of the internal shells, we can confine our
selves to matrix elements of three types 

(Tcl~-1-r1z":tzr 1 H-E I Tcz;-1-r~'f-r'l'T), (8) 

(Tcln-r[T I H-E I Tczn-1-r~l'-r'tT), (9) 

(TcLn-rfT I H-E! Tcln-r'l'T). (10) 

Here and henceforth T will mean a pair of 
quantum numbers of the orbital and spin momenta 
of the system T = ( LTST ). Analogously, T = ( LS ), 
T1 = ( L1St), etc., while Tc includes all the closed 

shell of the atomic residue.* To shorten the nota
tion, we shall denote the totality of the single-elec
tron quantum numbers nl as simply l. 

The Hamiltonian of the system H contains terms 
of two types: 

H = F + Q = ~ f; + ~ ~· q;i· (11) 
l ij 

The calculation of the matrix elements begins with 
a separation of the coordinates of the external 
electrons with the aid of formula (2). Some of the 
terms in the sum (2) will contain, in implicit form, 
nonorthogonality integrals of the type 

00 

11 (fl) = 671 ~ Fr (r) Pt (r) dr, (12) 

where Pz ( r) and Fr ( r) are the rad~l wave func
tions of the atomic ( l) and external ( l) electrons. 
To separate the nonorthogonality integrals it is 
necessary to separate the coordinates of one of the 
atomic electrons. Formula (2) cannot be applied to 
the equivalent electrons. For two groups of equiv
alent electrons, the relation needed has the form 

'Y(l'nT', l"mT", T) 

= 1/ n (- I)n-i ~ ar:'Y (z'n-1r' (. T' (mT" T) r n + m ~ T 1 1 (z) ' ' 

T1 

+ . I m ·(- I )n+m-i ~ 0 r:'Y (t'nT' (m-1r" (. T" T) V n + m ~ T ' 1 (z) ' ' 

T~ 1 (13). 

where Gf1 are the partial parentage coefficients 
introduced by Racah. 4 In Racah' s notation 

(see the preceding footnote concerning the quan
tum numbers a and a 1 ). 

We shall also use the quantities 
-r ~;-- r 
Gr, = y nGr,· (15) 

As above, the subscript ( i) (in parentheses) follow
ing l will denote that the i-th electron is in the 
state l. The generalization of (13) to the case of 
three and more groups is obvious. 

Let us consider a matrix element of the type 
(8). After all the transformations are made, it is 
represented in the form 

*In order to specify the term of configuration zn(z :::: 2) it is 
necessary to introduce additional quantum numbers, for example, 
the seniority quantum number v for l = 2.3 We shall omit these 
quantum numbers throughout. We note that the dependence on 
these quantum numbers is expressed in the following formulas 
only through the parentage coefficients. 
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6 

<r I H-E If') = 2] M, (ff'), (16) 
r=O 

Ml = 6nt, n'l' ~AlA~( ~~-ITJ(N) T2/ qN ~~~-IT~T;N)T2), (18) 
T, 

-~6 ~t.(ll')E3]- t.(ll') 
... 'rt't' 

1 

X A; [ (Tcz~-1Tll(N)T I H N I Tcl~-~T~7;N)T) 

(20) 

X 2] A4[<Tcl~-2T27(NIT21T'IH"'ITJ~-2T~lt(N)T~l'T') 
't'2<T~ 

-- ~ 6rr'11 (lrl1) £ 4], (21) 

Ms=- 6n,(l- 6rr-) t. (Ill') t. ([11) 

X ~ AaA~(TJ~-2T2l(N)T21HNITJ~-2T~t;N)T2), (22) 
T 1T 1T a 

+ /j (17') d (lll) 2] A~ <T J~-2T2ll(N)Tll H Nl TJ~-2T~t;N)T). 
T,T, (23) 

In ~!!ition, another term arises, proportional 
to t::.. ( ZZ'). We cannot account for this term and 
still use the asymptotic values of the radial func
tions. It is therefore omitted throughout. The fol
lowing notation is used in (17) - (23) 

A1 = (T1l [T_l 7 T I T17 [T 2) IT) (1- <'>z,z) (1-<'>1,1'), 

A2= (T1l [T)7T /T1, f1 [T2J T), 

Aa= (Til [T) lT I Trl[T'] IT), 

A4= a~:a:~ (T2t1 [TIJ z [TJTr 1 T2frr21 t [T'J tlr>. 
2 

(24) 

(25) 

The coefficients Ar are obtained by means of the 
substitution r1lTl ~ r1l'T'l'. 

These formulas are valid for both diagonal and 
nondiagonal matrix elements. If we disregard the 
uninteresting transitions between terms of excited 
configurations, then the terms M0 and M1 contri
bute only to the diagonal matrix elements. We 
shall therefore write from now on orr' in M1 in
stead of Onl,n'l'· 

In the case of nondiagonal matrix elements, we 
can have two representations for E2 and E3: 

£2= Bt + k2j2, 

E2 =e;,+ k'2;2, 

E3= Bt, + k2j2; 

E3 = e;, + k'2j2. (26) 

Ez and Ez 1 are the energy parameters of the 
Hartree-Fock equations for the l and Z1 electrons, 
corresponding to the atomic state r; Ez, and Ez1 
are the parameters of the Z' and Z1 electrons, 
corresponding to the atomic state r 1 (see Appen
dix). 

The expression such as (9) for the matrix element 

can be obtained by replacing in the sum 6Mr [Eq. (16)] 

"'-T all the Mr except M0 by LIGT Mr, 
7"1 1 

l 1 = l and M1 = M5 = 0. In addition, 
in (26) in the form 

r 
and by putting 

E 2 is written 

The expression for the matrix element (10) can be 

obtained by replacing in the sum 2::; Mr all the Mr 
;::;-r -r' r . 

except M0 by 6 Grpr.1Mr, and by putting l1 = l 
Tt7"t 

= l' and M1 = M4 = M5 = M6 = 0. In formula (24) it 
is necessary to leave out the exchange terms if the 
electrons l(i) and l(N) are equivalent. 

If we start out directly with the expressions 
(16) - (23), we obtain exceedingly complicated 
equations for the functions F ( r ). The use of such 
equations serves no purpose. We therefore con
fine ourselves to an approximate but much simpler 
representation. Assuming the nonorthogonality 
integrals to be small, we omit from (17) - (23) 
part of those terms that contain simultaneously 
nonorthogonality integrals and multipole interac
tions of second or higher order. It can be shown 
that this is equivalent to neglecting in the terms 
that contain the nonorthogonality integrals the dif
ference in the terms of the considered configura
tion, compared with the average energy of the 
term. In this approximation, the matrix element 
of type (8) becomes 
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<r i H-EIr')= 6rr·< TJ,N) I H N- ~k2 \ Tcl(N)) 

+ 6rr' ~A1A~<~~-1 't'17(N)T 2 I qN\ z~- 1't'~I;N)T2> 
T, 

Arr' =- s;, + k2j2 or Arr' =- s + k' 2 j2. (29) 

If r is the initial state and r' the final state, then 
the first expression corresponds to the "prior" 
approximation, while the second to the "post" ap
proximation. Thus, the difference between these 
two approximation reduces to the difference be
tween the multipliers of the nonorthogonality inte
grals in the nondiagonal matrix elements* (the two 
expressions coincide for the diagonal elements). 
Even this difference disappears, however, if we 
take for Ez and Ei' the experimental values of the 
energies of the corresponding states. This way 
appears to us to be the most advantageous. Lack 
of space prevents us from giving many arguments 
in favor of this. We note only that the calculation 
of the energy parameters of the Hartree-Fock 
equations with complete self-consistency is a very 
laborious task. 

Matrix elements of type (9) and (10) are ob
tained by averaging the ion terms, as was done 
above. In addition, the second term and the right 
half of (28) is equal to zero. 

4. We proceed to separate the radial integrals 
from the matrix elements. The result can be rep
resented in the following form 

(r ~H-E 11"> = 6rr- [/r + ~ af,R,_ (l}, l}) 

" 

X !1. (fl') !1. (fl')], 

Rx(ll, l'z') 

)( 

(30) 

= ~~ dr1dr2r~r;"-1 Pl(r!) Pl'(r1 ) Fr(r2) Fr' (r2), (31) 

where r < ( r >) is the smaller (larger), of the 
r 1 or r 2• 

We denote by Ir the first term in (28), which 
contains additive operators and the operator of in
teraction with the filled shell. The separation of 
the radial integral from this term entails no diffi
culty (see, for example, reference 5). 

*Moreover, only in the exchange terms (see reference 2). 

The coefficients a and b are expressed in terms 
of a and (3 of the preceding ion 

ar = ~ (AI)21Xr•,r-, 
To 

br = ~ (Al)2~r·r·. 
T, 

r*= ~~-l-rJT2. 

(32) 

The coefficients a and (3 are of greatest inter
est, and we shall discuss them in greater detail. 
Using (25) and the general methods for calculating 
the matrix elements from the product of tensor 
operators, 3 we obtain 

arr·= 6ss' (- I )Lr+t+7' (111 C" Ill') (7 II C" IJl') {~r ~ ~, } P.rr·, 

(33) 

~rr·= (- I )sr+'t.-s+t+t' (111 C"" II 7') (lll C"" Ill') { x L ! } "rr·· 
LT L' l (34) 

The reduced matrix elements ( Zll CK liZ') are 
expressed in terms of the 3-j symbols 

(l tiC"" Ill')= (- 1)1 (21 + I )'I• (21' + 1)'1• (~ ~ ~ J. (35) 

In the case when L1 = S1 = 0 (for example, one 
electron outside the filled shell) JJ.K = vK = 1. In 
the more general case, we have for the matrix 
element of type (8) 

P.rr·= 6 '•< (-I )><+L+L' (2L + I )'/• (2L' +I )'1• {~1 ~' ~~ }• (36) 

v" ,= 6 , (- 1)-sr-'/,-S' (2S + 1)'1'(2S' + I)'''{Sr 
rr '•'• sl 

x (2L + I)'''(2L'+ I)'/t{; ~' ~}- 1~(2L2 +I) 
T l L, 

x {IliT z· }{ ~~i~ z~ }{ ~ ~~ :t (37) 

For the matrix elements of type (9) and (10) it 
is necessary to average JJ.K and vK over T 1 or, 
respectively, over T1 and TJ., i.e., we must take 

(38) 

Although the parentage coefficients for most con
figurations of interest were tabulated by Racah, 
the calculations become most complicated, particu
larly of matrix element of type (10). However, 
Racah3•4 has developed special methods which 
greatly simplify the calculation in many cases. 

5. We can now derive in explicit form the radial 
integra-differential equations from the variational 
principle (6). Inasmuch as all the matrix elements 
are diagonal in LTST, we obtain an independent 
system of equations for each such pair LTST. 
This system can be represented in the form 

{d2 !(1+1) 2} "'i;l' 
dr'- 2 -2Ur(r)+ k Fr (r) = 2LJ 6rT'Urr' (r) Fr·(r), 

r r• (39) 
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UrFr = _!_ [- Z + 2; a"r Y"11 (r)] F r (r)- _!_ 2; b"rY"- (r) Pt, (r) r ' 1 r t,t 
l,x ltx 

+ ~ 2; ot!T Y71 (r) Fr (r) 
" 

- 2; ~~r [.! y"7 (r)- l'l"o ~ !1 (17)] P1 (r), (40) 
" r t 21 + 1 

Urr'Fr' = ~ 2; ot~r,Y71,(r) Fr'(r)- 2; ~rr' [+Y;p(r) 
" " 

(-1)1+1' 1-rr' J 
- 1)"0 (21+1)'/•(21'+1)'/, PI' (r). (4 l) 

Here Z is the charge of the nucleus and 6z 1 de
notes the summation over all the shells except the 
outer shell. For filled shells we have 

b" = ~ (/1 X I) 
r 2 o o o' 

(42) 

where n1 is the number of electrons in the shell. 
For unfilled shells, a!f. and b!f. are determined in 
accordance with (32). The radial integrals yK ( r) 
have the form 

r co 

Y"- (r) = \ (!i)" P1 (r1) Fr (r1) dr1 + \' (!__)"+1 Pt (r1) Fr (r1) dr1• 
1 1 J , r J r1 

o r, (43) 

Equations (39) represent an infinite system of 
coupled integra-differential equations. In practical 
calculations one frequently uses the approximation 
of distorted waves, in which only one term with 
r = r 0 is left in the right half of (39). In this case, 
the transition amplitude Trr0 can be represented 
in the form 

t(Sr+Sr > 2 1 - - d 
Trr,=-e ' k jFrUrr,Fr, r 

+ (-1/•+1 l'lxo 1-rr, X (f7) /',. (l t)J} 
(210+1)'/•(21+1)'/, 0 " 0 ' 

(44) 

The Hartree-Fock equations are obtained by vary
ing Ea with respect to Pz. It is easy to show that 
the second term in (Al) is equal to the energy par
ameter E z, since it is the only one that contains 
the function Pz. 

In the case of the state T clnT we have 

E = 2; (a~y <Tcln-I-c11 HI rr-1-rl) 

To obtain the Hartree-Fock equation it is necessary 
to vary both terms. It can be shown, however, that 
the second term is equal to E z as before. Separ
ating the radial integrals from (A2), we write Ea 
in the form 

Ea = [E(Tc) + (n -l)I (l) + ~ ot~R" (ll) J 
+ [I (l) + ~ ot~R" (!I)] (A3) 

On the other hand, the matrix element is 

<Tcln-c I Hi Tcln-c) = E (Tc) + ni (l) + 2;ot"Rx (ll). (A4) 

" 
Varying this expression, we obtain the Hartree
Fock equation for the l electron 

[ Jt' + ~ ~ cl~y>< (r) J P1 (r) = s1P1 (r). (A5) 

The operator JC occurs when the matrix element 
I ( l) of the single-electron operator is varied. The 
diagonal matrix elements of the two-electron oper
ator of the atom and the ion are connected by the 
simple relation 

'"i.~ = (n- 2) ot" / n, i.e. ot~ = 2a" jn, (A6) 

therefore the second term in (A3) is 
co 

where the functions F ( r) are solutions of Eqs. I (l) + ~ ot~R" (ll) = ~ drP1 (r) [Jt' + 2; a~y" (r)J Pt(r) = 8t• 
" 0 l( 

(39) without the right halves, with use of the asymp-
totic expression 

Fr~sin(kr-lrrj2 + 1J ln2kr + 01 + l'lr). (45) 

The bar over R and to. denotes the use of F in
stead of F. 

APPENDIX 

The energy of the atom in the state T elf -iT 1lT 
can be represented in the form 

Ea = <Tcl~-1-cl J HI Tcl~-1-rl) 

(Al) 

and, consequently, 

2;, a~:a:;<Tcln-1-cll(N)'t I HNI Tczn-1-r.1l(N)'t) = S[. (A7) 
't'tT1 

Moreover, it is seen from the derivation that 
formula (A7) can be generalized by replacing the 
radial wave function of the l electron in the left 
half of the matrix element: 

~, G~,a:;<r.r-1'tJ<N>" 1 HNI Tczn-I-c1l(NJ"'> = s1!1 (It), (AS) 
"t't't'l 

,..., 
provided the orbital quantum numbers l and l are 
equal. 
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It is possible to obtain quite analogously an ex
pression for the energy parameter of the internal 
electron E lc 
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